
• Let your child know that you value
math and believe she/he can succeed.

• Encourage your child to identify
shapes and patterns in books and
magazines.

• Use shopping and buying occasions as
an opportunity to count the value of
coins. How much is needed? How
much change will you receive?

• Talk with your child’s teacher about
the mathematics curriculum and ask
for a time when you can visit to ob-
serve curriculum in action.

Students Learn to ...

Number, Operation, Quantitative Reasoning
• Use place value to read, write, and describe numbers.
• Compare and order whole numbers less than 10,000.
• Determine the value of a collection of coins and bills.
• Name fractional parts of a whole or a set using symbols.
• Construct models of equivalent fractions.
• Model addition and subtraction.
• Add and subtract with numbers less than 1,000.
• Learn and apply multiplication facts.
• Multiply using a one-digit multiplier.
• Use models for division and record the solutions.
• Rounds numbers to tens or hundreds.
• Estimate sums and differences.

Patterns, Relationships, Algebraic Thinking
• Make predictions and solve problems using patterns.
• Identify patterns in multiplication facts.
• Identify fact families for multiplication and division.
• Generate tables of ordered pairs.
• Identify and extend patterns of ordered pairs.

Geometry & Spatial Reasoning
• Name, describe, and compare shapes and solids.
• Identify congruent shapes.
• Create and identify lines of symmetry.
• Locate and name whole numbers and fractions on a number line.

Measurement
• Estimate and measure length using metric and customary units.
• Find the perimeter of a figure.
• Determine area using concrete models.
• Tell and write time on digital and traditional clocks.
• Measure length, temperature, and time to solve problems.

Probability & Statistics
• Collect, organize, record, and display data in picture and bar graphs.
• Interpret information from graphs.
• Describe events as more likely, less likely, or equally likely.

Problem Solving
• Identify the mathematics in everyday situations.
• Use a problem-solving model.
• Use tools such as real objects, manipulatives, and technology to solve

problems.
• Explain and record observations.
• Relate informal language to mathematical language and symbols.
• Make generalizations from patterns.
• Justify why an answer is reasonable and explain the solution process.
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Third Grade Mathematics Activities
• To help your child with numbers, involve your child in shopping (at the

store or with ads). Give your child an amount of money, between $3
and $5 and ask your child what she/he could buy. You can also have
your child manage money with an allowance.

• To help your child with patterns, give your child beans or other objects
and ask them to use the objects to model multiplication facts. For
example, three rows of four each would show the fact 4 X 3 = 12.

• To help your child with geometry, have your child identify objects in
nature with symmetry. A butterfly, for example, would be symmetrical
because it looks the same on both sides of its body. Symmetry may be
found in faces, bodies, leaves, paintings, and architecture.

• To help your child with measurement, ask him/her to measure objects at
home to the nearest half inch or half centimeter. Your child can also
measure the distance around objects to determine perimeter and area.

• Cooking can help your child with capacity and weight measurement.
Keeping a time schedule is helpful for learning to tell time.

• To help your child with probability and statistics, ask him/her to chart
foods eaten for one week and make a graph using this data. Ask your
child to show the information in more than one way, such as a table,
picture graph, and bar graph.

Resources
Books
• Beyond Facts and Flashcards by J. Mokros
• Family Math by J. K. Stenmark & R. Cossey
• The Book of Think by M. Burns

Online Resources
• http://www.aaamath.com/
• http://www.coolmath4kids.com

• http://www.kidscarnival.com/Time1.html

Questions to Ask Your Child
• “Do you have enough money to make that purchase?”
• “How much money will you need to buy two of these things?”
• “How much money will you need to buy two different things?”
• “How much change will you get from the money you pay?”
• “Talk about the numbers as you are putting out the objects.”

Example: I put four and four more, so that’s eight. Another row of four
gives me 12.

• “How many will you have if you get one more row of objects?”
• “How do you know when an object is symmetrical?”
• “How can you find the line of symmetry?” (The line of symmetry

divides an object into two matching pieces that look the same on each
side.)

• “When is it important to be precise when you are measuring?”
• “Why do we sometimes need to be precise in measuring?”
• “When is it OK to use an estimate when measuring?”
• “About how big is one inch?”  “About how big is one foot?”
• “About how big is one centimeter?”  “About how big is one meter?”
• “How did you organize your information before you made your graph?”
• “Based on the information you gathered this week, what foods and how

many of each do you think you might eat next week?”

Other Suggestions
• Cook with your child. Follow a recipe by using appropriate measuring

tools.
• Play board or card games (checkers, Uno, Go Fish, War, Concentration)

that involve turn-taking and following rules.
• Work on mental math strategies. “What is the sum of 10 and 15?”

“What happens when you subtract 10 from any number greater than
20?”
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